KKLB – Modern Art & Culture at the Landessender Beromünster

KKLB IS ONE OF SWITZERLAND’S BIGGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL CENTER OF CONTEMPORARY ART AND CULTURE

The historic and mythic site of Switzerland’s former national Radio broadcasting station is now home to an internationally renowned and bustling center of modern art and culture. The creative mix between fascinating art exhibitions and performances with the legacy of Swiss media history makes your visit at KKLB a unique and entertaining experience. KKLB consists of various historic buildings and lies directly on the main street between Sursee and Beromünster.
PUBLIC GUIDED TOURS IN GERMAN EVERY SUNDAY AT 2 PM

Stroll through the legendary Landessender complex and discover fascinating art exhibitions and performances (approx. 90 min. tour)

**Every Sunday at 2 PM with a special guided tour for kids!**

By public transport: Free KKLB shuttle bus from

- Beromünster Post 1:45 PM (Bus leaving Lucerne SBB 1:05 PM)
- Hasenhusen 1:50 PM (Bus leaving Sursee SBB 1:33 PM)

Adults CHF 22.- | Children CHF 12.- | Family CHF 49.-

EVENTS AND GUIDED TOURS FOR CORPORATE AND PRIVATE GROUPS

**365 DAYS AND EVENINGS (IN SEVERAL LANGUAGES)**

Our spacious and inspiring complex with various buildings offer the perfect set up for seminars, artistic performances, workshops, corporate events, family gatherings or educative school trips. All events are combined with a guided KKLB tour. KKLB is a great venue to organize cocktails, lunch and dinner too.

Entrance adults CHF 18.- | Guided tour CHF 150.-

**Info and reservations** +41 (0)41 930 38 38 | kklb@wetz.ch | www.kklb.ch